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Executive summary
Mixed reality technologies like augmented reality (AR), virtual reality (VR) and
augmented virtual reality (AV) have now achieved product maturity, resulting in
growing adoption for business use. Following early adoption in industries such as
media and entertainment — where the immersive qualities of these technologies
are highly valued — they are now featured in a growing range of applications across
all industries.
A key benefit of mixed reality is that it provides users with a more intuitive
understanding of digital information, including photorealistic renderings of virtual
objects within real scenes, and with 3D representations that are spatially correct. As
a result, these technologies are now collectively referred to as spatial computing.
Atos Journey 2020 - Digital Shockwaves in Business have unveiled the opportunity
and potential of augmented interactive reality by integrating back-end data
seamlessly into intuitive mixed reality-based digital twin representations. Its spatial
and interactive representations allow users to interact with these digital twins to
create new insights into their business processes. The new opportunity we see in
cross-reality collaboration (AR/VR/MR/PC) is to share virtual objects or even entire
virtual environments among collaborating users inside various perceived realities.1
In Atos Journey 2024 - Redefining Enterprise Purpose, we investigated the concept
of shared cross-reality collaboration (SharedXR) and its beneficial applications.
These are already being provided in certain entertainment applications, such
as virtual reality gaming. Wider business applications will become available as
SharedXR is integrated into unified communication and collaboration technologies,
thus improving the quality and experience of digital human interaction.
In this whitepaper we present our SharedXR research findings and introduce the
potential business applications of SharedXR in various markets.
Our most recent publication, Atos Journey 2026 - Unlocking Virtual Dimensions,
examines how we are stretching the boundaries of the physical world to unlock new
opportunities in the virtual world. We believe that technologies like SharedXR will
play a major role in bridging this virtual divide. If we have raised your interest,
we encourage you to read “Unlocking Virtual Dimensions” to take your exploration
further.

1-Participants may be spread over different realities ranging from augmented and virtual realities to digital one in front of a computer.
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Introduction of SharedXR
Over the last decade the perspective of how people work and collaborate has changed
drastically. Video conferencing is now a primary method of communication and remote
collaboration. This change is a catalyst for implementing emerging technologies for shared
cross-reality collaboration (SharedXR). It will bring a spatial dimension to human-digital
interaction, enabling people to engage with content in entirely new ways.

Given the experience of online collaboration in past years, many companies are already making it clear that this will be an
important aspect of future daily work models, in fact they will progressively introduce new ways of virtual collaboration. Current
remote and virtual working mechanisms such as video conferencing, messaging and screen/data sharing will open the door for
emerging SharedXR technologies to enhance today’s unified communication and collaboration solutions.

SharedXR briefly
Shared cross-reality collaboration (SharedXR) introduces an
additional dimension to digital interactions between people,
with highly immersive spatial collaboration enabling new
forms of engagement with people, objects and data. Just as
today we share our computer screens with other participants
during conference sessions, we will be able to share a mixed
reality environment (AR/VR) and release some or all of it to
other collaborators. Shared elements could be virtual objects
seamlessly placed and embedded into an augmented reality
experience, or even entirely virtual experiences of virtual reality
scenes.
The ability to visualize and share virtual objects or even avatars
that represent remote session participants in a cross-reality
collaboration session, supports a new level of immersive
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collaboration. When provisioned through low-latency data
channels, virtual objects, avatars, or entire virtual scenes can
be synchronized in real time.
With ongoing development efforts and open architecture
initiatives (such as Unity3D, Unreal, OpenXR, etc.) for
platform-agnostic visualization and presentation forms,
collaboration will not be limited to a single virtual environment.
Future collaboration applications will not only be platformindependent, but also decoupled from the perceived reality in
which a user resides. It will be irrelevant whether a participant
dwells inside a virtual reality environment, enjoys a mixed or
augmented reality world, or simply uses a standard computer
system with a flat screen. SharedXR will span collaboration
sessions across a range of environments.

Benefits and values
To achieve business adoption, the challenge for any
new technology is to prove its value over existing and
well-established technologies. This is especially true for
technologies like SharedXR because they disrupt the current
unified communication and collaboration norms. Given the
significant inertia inherent in established behavior patterns,
achieving any meaningful change typically demands a
significant improvement compared to existing practices. Below
are some of the benefits and potential sources of business
value that SharedXR can bring.
Spatial collaboration
We believe that SharedXR has the potential to break the
constraints of planar display technologies (flat screens) for
unified collaboration within the next three to six years. We see
parallels with previous IT disruptions like multi-touch display
technologies, which have replaced mouse and keyboard
interaction for mobile devices over the last decade.
SharedXR will transfer the visualization and sharing of digital
content from today’s displays into a cross-reality space that
exploits the spatial extension of the user’s augmented field of
view. Critically important enabling capabilities are the spatial
mapping technologies of AR/VR glasses. They compute 3D
digital maps (point clouds or mesh-based technology) in realtime using optical sensor input. With such spatial maps, the
AR/VR device can recognize and interact with the physical
world while enabling users to dynamically place virtual objects
in their proximity. By sensing spatial 3D maps consistently, the
user’s physical movements and gestures can be translated into
virtual or augmented reality scenes.
Spatial mapping technologies offer the ability to transform
visualization from small displays into large AR/VR
environments populated by a multitude of 3D virtual objects
and complex scenes. Sharing a perceived AR/VR environment
(or specific parts of it) with other collaboration participants will
greatly enhance today’s unified communication capabilities and
promote new use cases in digital-human interaction.
Immersive experience
By creating an immersive user experience inside an AR/
VR environment, the user perceives that they are physically
present in an entirely or partly non-physical space. Achieving
this requires dynamic visualization of virtual objects or parts
of a virtual reality scene inside the user’s digitally enhanced
field of view — with no perceivable lag. This last point is of
critical importance. Once lag becomes perceivable (even
subconsciously) it can cause dizziness and destroy the user’s
immersive experience.
The SharedXR experience can be further enhanced by using
detailed digital 3D models with photorealistic texture mapping
and dynamic adaption of levels of detail, enabling scenes to be
visualized with depth and detail.
However, such high-quality models require sufficient
computing power, or they risk undesirable visualization lag. It is
important to balance the desired visualization quality with the
required compute power in the visualization device employed.
The improvement of visualization quality should never come
at the expense of lag. Immersion will be one of the key drivers
for delivering experiences that feel natural, even when they
involve complex data representations.
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Future collaborations will likely move away from displaybased collaboration, instead moving toward a shared virtual
or augmented reality dimension. This will enable an intuitive
and natural presentation of shared elements — thus boosting
digital collaboration with a greater common understanding,
facilitating tangible explanations, and taking co-working to
the next level. We anticipate that the step forward enabled
by these technologies will be as significant as the move from
audio-based telephone communication to today’s video-based
unified communication.
Interactive content
User interaction with virtual objects or virtual scenes inside
mixed realities makes the experience come alive. This is
achieved through virtual objects and virtual reality scenes
being rendered as a hierarchical decomposition rather than
one monolithic model. Hand and finger gestures with tactile
and sound-based feedback enhanced by natural language
processing-based voice controls will provide users with an
interactive experience that feels highly intuitive. This concept
of augmented interactive reality (AIR) was investigated
successfully by the Atos Scientific Community in research
activities and by proof-of-concepts conducted in 2020 —
exploring the possibilities for natural user interfaces in a mixedreality environment to access data from digital twin databases.
With SharedXR, interactions with virtual objects and scenes
— whether viewed in an augmented, mixed or virtual reality
— will take on an even more important role for collaboration.
Imagine participants highlighting parts of an interactive virtual
object or disassembling it digitally during a collaboration
session and sharing this instantly with other participants. With
such functionality, collaboration can reach a new level of
intuitive and natural digital human interaction. All this requires
well-designed hierarchical 3D model compositions, spatial
constraints, and dedicated user interaction behaviors.
Hierarchical model composition will facilitate the sequenced
animation of 3D models to show, for example, operational or
maintenance procedures very naturally. Once triggered by the
user, an animation can be replayed utilizing a virtual 3D model
(in either an AR or VR environment) to demonstrate how to
perform a particular operational procedure, using appropriate
tools and applying specified tuning parameters. This will
transform simple video tutorials into spatially animated
learning experiences.
With the ability to animate virtual models, a simulated process
and its outcomes can be visualized in a collaboration session
using powerful back-end simulation engines. Inside a SharedXR
collaboration, participants can experiment with what-if
scenarios by modifying simulation parameters and constraints.
They can jointly observe dynamic outcomes represented by
shared virtual objects and even adapt simulation parameters
by intuitively manipulating the object. This will push future
digital co-engineering scenarios to the next level.

Influencing factors
Given its already pervasive adoption, video conferencing is a core driver for the boost of
SharedXR applications. However, there are other influencing factors which need to be
considered.
Remote collaboration driving digitalized culture
Digital collaboration and unified communication have been
around for more than 20 years. Large organizations have
adopted it extensively to replace physical meetings. The use
of video conferencing and screen sharing has broadened
to include large numbers of people, and is used in many
scenarios (home schooling, doctor visits, private meetings,
etc.). It is remarkable how quickly people have adapted to new
ways of interaction using what was (until recently) relatively
unfamiliar unified communication technology.
With SharedXR, this digital collaboration can be extended into
augmented or virtual reality spaces. For users, adapting to this
new technology and its potential represents a tremendous
change. As with all new technology introductions, it will require
a carefully planned change process that includes adaption to
new work processes, value adding application examples and
well-defined codes of practice. Once the benefits of SharedXRdriven collaboration sessions are recognized and quantified,
the digital culture and user behavior will progressively change
and increase the use of SharedXR technologies. In order to
maximize the positive impact, businesses must invest not only
in technology but in change management and the mobilization
of their employees. SharedXR is not just a technology, but an
enabler for new ways of remote working and new business
opportunities.
Smart devices
In the past, XR devices and accessories tended to be clumsy
to use, expensive, and did not provide enough value for
daily use in typical office or industrial environments. This
is now changing, with new I/O technology, smart devices
and accessories under development. Just as mobile phone
technology evolved radically from the early 1990s to today, we
expect AR and VR glasses to undergo a similar development
process in terms of miniaturization, increased compute power
and growing application landscapes. The latest XR-enabled
devices (Microsoft HoloLens 2, Oculus Quest 2, HP Reverb G2,
etc.) provide high quality, are easier to wear, and offer much
higher value-add — since they can be easily integrated into
applications and business workflows. Meanwhile, SharedXR
experiences can now be achieved with imperceptible lag,
greatly reducing user dizziness. Photorealistic visualization of
virtual objects or environments, with intuitive user interaction
modes and the powerful manipulation capabilities of shared
virtual models will further improve the attractiveness of
SharedXR.
Data availability and content generation
SharedXR requires interactive 3D models for visualizing and
sharing virtual content. These models and their digital XR
presentation forms must allow natural user interaction such
as the selection, highlighting and detachment of model
components. This requires a hierarchical composition of the
model which in turn requires geometrical data representation
of individual elements. Thus, geometrical data availability is
crucial for creating virtual objects and performing SharedXR
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collaboration. Fortunately, most new product and engineering
processes are supported by design software (CAD/CAE)
that produces highly precise geometrical models and their
behavioral information descriptions. Digital design processes
are now pervasive across firms in many industries, including
electronic and mechanical engineering, the automotive
industry, city planning, etc.
For legacy products and solutions with no digital data basis
and a lack of CAD/CAE support, it is more challenging. Here,
commercially available photogrammetry-based products
(ColMap, Meshroom, Bentley ContextCapture, etc.) can
create 3D models by taking photos of a physical entity or
environment from various points of view. All these photos
and their associated metadata are processed to create a
photorealistic model. This approach can even allow the
generation of hierarchical composed 3D models, as each part
of a disassembled product can be modeled discretely and
composed afterwards.
Content generation is not limited to pure geometrical data
modeling but must extend to contextual model behavior and
user interaction modeling. This requires the enrichment of
geometrical models by metadata and event-controlled user
interactions. Animation and simulation support are integrated
into the model by interlocking external IT services with
dedicated business logic.
Because content generation for SharedXR should not be
limited to a small group of technologists and specialists, it
requires simple ways to create, integrate, visualize, augment
and share virtual content. Therefore, automated workflows
with appropriate levels of technical support must be in place
to enable non-specialists to generate their own content for
SharedXR. Once the content generation is simplified and
applied by a broad community of SharedXR users, the
scaling effect will promote SharedXR from a niche to a
common technology.
Value-adding use cases and applications
It is a commonly accepted principle that technology by itself
without a value-adding application will not succeed. Thus,
it is essential to demonstrate the business value in terms of
applications and use cases, as they represent the fundamental
motivation to invest. Only if the perceived gains outweigh
the pains of a technology, SharedXR will overcome user
inertia and enter the market in a sustainable way. Therefore,
we have focused our research activities on both technology
and applications. We have investigated and developed
cross-market application examples for SharedXR which are
introduced in the next section.

Business applications and innovations
SharedXR builds upon immersive experience technologies such as augmented reality,
augmented interactive reality, virtual reality, and augmented virtuality. It extends their
capabilities with respect to collaboration and will foster exciting business innovation in
every industry.
Smart manufacturing
AR and VR-based smart glasses have already been deployed
by manufacturers all over the world, with some highly effective
use cases. For instance
• Training workers in virtual reality centers
• Supporting maintenance workers with hands-free access
to AR-based insights into machine operating performance,
based on data from Internet of Things (IoT) sensors
• Replacing physical tradeshows with highly immersive and
interactive virtual alternatives and
• Highly interactive product reviews using holographic
product catalogs
Below, we will outline some new and emerging use cases that
build on these foundations.
Virtual stores and product selling
Virtual stores based on SharedXR collaboration are now
especially attractive in our mid/post COVID-19 world.
Instead of visiting a shop physically, customers can set up
virtual conference sessions with a remote salesperson to
experience a virtual product presentation. Deploying SharedXR
technology inside the conference, salespeople can share and
present virtual product models with participating customers.
Customers can even experience the virtualized product at full
size inside a virtual or augmented reality environment. Key
benefits include the ability to interactively customize product
visualization (color changes, optional equipment, etc.) and to
animate product performance characteristics, to support the
decision-making process.

Collaborative engineering
Product engineering typically demands multi-disciplinary
teamwork across different stages in the product lifecycle. The
design process, for instance, usually involves the creation of
many physical prototypes and tends to generate large data
sets. Unfortunately, the aggregation of such data inside a
digital representational model is not well supported by today’s
product lifecycle management solutions. SharedXR can
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bring significant improvements, enabling highly collaborative
and interactive conference sessions, where virtual product
prototypes can reside within VR or AR environments, using
existing data from PLM or CAD/CAM systems. 3D SharedXR
models can enable virtualized prototypes to be broken down
and reassembled piece-by-piece.
Human-machine teaming
We see SharedXR in manufacturing evolving in the next few
years to enable highly interactive human-machine teams.
Future AR/XR devices will be packed with powerful new
sensors which will enable exciting new use cases.
For instance: the digital twin of a physical machine could initiate
a maintenance call for its assigned service engineer via an
integrated virtual collaboration agent. The virtual collaboration
agent would explain the issue to the service engineer using
domain-specific natural language processing, combined with
a knowledge data base from the digital twin. Using SharedXR,
the virtual agent would highlight the parts of the machine
impacted by the issue and provide insights into problem
resolution. If the service engineer is not familiar with the service
procedures, he could request guidance from the virtual agent
who would explain the procedure step-by-step in a virtual
reality training environment.

Once onsite, the service technician could re-launch the
collaboration session with the virtual agent and place the
shared virtual model of the machine as an AR-overlay over
the physical machine. Accessing the digital twin database, the
current state of the machine could be provided throughout
the overlay with the virtual agent again explaining the service
procedure. The engineer just needs to follow the instructions
and replicate the procedure on the physical machine.

Healthcare
Compared to some other industries, healthcare service
innovation is often held- back by strong regulation and cultural
conservatism among its practitioners – and usually for good
reason. It seems unlikely (and probably undesirable) for these
factors to change. However, there are some factors which may
be in the process of changing:
•

Historically, and independent of the point of patient
care, highly skilled and certified medical experts have
been required to be present in-person with the patient
to perform medical consultations, examinations, and
treatments.

Just as video conferencing has already boosted the doctor’s
ability to gain a visual impression of the patient’s condition,
SharedXR will provide new ways for medical consultation. It
will facilitate the medical staff of hospitals as well as registered
doctors to transform patient–practitioner interactions through
sharing medical examination results (spine, internal organ, etc.)
as interactive virtual objects inside a SharedXR session. While
the doctor might use AR-based goggles to naturally interact
with the shared virtual object, the patient experiences the
shared object as a 2D projection on an electronic device while
listening to the doctor’s explanations.

Video conferencing is now being used by medical
practitioners to reduce physical contact with patients to a
reasonable minimum, reducing infection chains.

Looking three to five years ahead, we anticipate that AR- and
VR-related smart glasses will have entered a significant
number of private households in more advanced economies,
mostly driven by a rise in immersive entertainment applications.
We expect that these smart glasses will also be used for virtual
care applications running on SharedXR technologies, including
in healthcare. Virtual collaboration spaces will be established
at remote sites (hospitals, households, etc.) and connected
throughout a SharedXR-enabled remote collaboration session.
Inside these digitally connected AR/VR-spaces, patients,
doctors and other medical specialists will meet and share
diagnostic results and medical evidence, while interactively
discussing required medical procedures and their associated
risks. Depending on available device computing power — and
therefore, image rendering potential — the participants in such
virtual collaboration spaces might be represented by avatars
(less data intensive than transferring live images of actual
people) to help maintain patient confidence, privacy, and trust.

Medical staff are communicating remotely with patients for
initial diagnosis, to decide whether they need an in-person
doctor visit or just a self-treatment plan.

In this way, SharedXR will bring 3D as a next communication
dimension in telecare collaboration sessions, in addition to the
current dimensions of voice, video and data sharing.

•

Healthcare providers have used application-specific
devices and machines like MRTs or X-rays to support
patient examination and treatment.

•

Medical applications and equipment have been built on
proprietary hardware and software stacks inside a closed
medical ecosystem.

Today, accelerated at least in part by the COVID crisis, the
circumstances have changed and new virtual ways to serve
patients are on the rise, including:

Video sharing in unified communication sessions is being used
to provide a visual impression of the patient’s condition.
In addition to increased video collaboration, some medical
equipment vendors have recognized the potential of opening
their proprietary stacks and shifting from closed environments
to either semi-closed or even open ecosystems. This has
created the opportunity to introduce innovative and disruptive
technologies like SharedXR into the healthcare sector.
Currently we see two main use cases for SharedXR, each with
significant potential for adoption.

Collaborative expertise
Our second priority use case is expert-to-expert interaction,
focused either on immersive consultation workflows inside
hospitals, or working together in expert communities (such as
tumor conferences and virtual collaborative surgery scenarios).

Virtual care sessions
The concept of the “virtual patient” covers all kinds of remote
interactions between healthcare providers and their patients.
Virtual care services have potential for widespread adoption,
given the benefits of improved responsiveness, efficiency
and convenience with higher availability of medical staff and
reduced need to travel for patients.

The expert-to-expert scenario also addresses 3D presentation
forms and SharedXR-enabled medical collaboration, where
people and machines team up and jointly perform highlyspecialized and complex medical procedures, ranging
from automated context-based MRTs and X-rays and semiautomated surgery, to complex surgeries involving the
collaboration of top experts around the world. These processes
will be supported by artificial intelligence-powered surgical
robots for assistance, observation and live analysis of
historical cases.
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Smart cities
As pressures to urbanize our world continue, city leaders and
administrators are challenged to further develop their cities
while increasing their attractiveness as a place to live and
work. New residential districts or industrial parks must be
carefully planned and designed to consider all stakeholder
requirements, interdependencies, and impacts. This demands
in-depth analysis and engineering work across multiple
domains such as buildings, roads, public transport, utilities
and more.
Interactive city planning
Even if a city planning department wants to add a single major
building, architects and engineers must understand its impacts
(shadowing, noise pressure, air quality, traffic volume, etc.),
and be able to communicate their findings to decision makers
in a way they can truly understand. This typically requires the
preparation of large sets of detailed documents, many of which
are only comprehensible by the experts themselves. When
seeking to share their findings with generalist decision-makers,
architects, and engineers, most currently rely on architectural
blueprints, diagram and charts, and even physical models to
showcase the impacts of a new building within its intended
location.

changes — discussing these plans without the need to read
reports and interpret complex data. In this model, citizens and
other stakeholders can also be more easily involved.
Collaborative infrastructure management
For municipal administrations, public infrastructure
maintenance and development is a key task to keep a city
operating properly. Due to ever increasing complexity and a
great number of infrastructure assets in the field, continuous
asset management is required to maintain control over
infrastructure. In the last decade, most cities have transformed
their information systems for asset and infrastructure
management from paper-based records to software-based
systems with geo-spatial information support.

This digital transformation has significantly improved asset
management scalability, data quality and information
transparency, and pioneered the integration of Industrial
Internet of Things (IIoT) solutions for remote asset monitoring
and control. However, precise alignment between the as-built
physical infrastructure and the as-planned digital information
is still not easy to achieve. Any missteps can at best cause
unforeseen cost increases, and at worst infrastructure damage
or even harm to citizens. The two critical steps to overcome this
problem are:
In contrast to this approach, virtual interactive city models
can be shared inside mixed reality environments during
collaboration sessions among architects, experts, decision
makers and other stakeholders. Such models provide all
planning documentation in lively and easy to understand ways
that are both aural and visual, engaging more of the senses.
Participants could switch easily from a third-person view that
explores the entire virtual model, into a first-person view inside
a life-sized virtual version of the model. The overall effect
would be to directly experience a virtual walk inside a city
district which has yet to be built, delivering a level of insight,
and understanding that goes well beyond what conventional
presentation tools currently allow. Questions and what-if
scenarios raised during a session can be addressed simply
through simulation and animation. Using virtual models in
conjunction with existing data, the construction of a new
building and any other changes can be readily simulated to
identify impacts on the environment, people and society.
For example, if data on current noise, pressure, air quality, etc.
is gathered and stored, it can be used in a spatial computing
model in combination with sound reflection or sound
absorption rates of the proposed design and construction
materials. The impact of a new building on natural air flow
could be visualized, showing any related effects on air quality
and possible hot spots of poor quality.
For cities and city planners, SharedXR offers an entirely new
way of collaborating in designing and studying the impacts of
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• High data quality, with strong alignment between digital
models and physical infrastructure.
• Strong digital collaboration services that take full
advantage of these models to ensure more effective
teamwork between maintenance and construction crews in
the field, and back-office experts.
It is here that SharedXR extended collaboration sessions
appear very promising.
Field workers on urban infrastructure projects can interact
remotely with back-office experts to discuss the planned
and actual state of buildings under construction. Back-office
experts might share the planned state of an infrastructure
development, using life-sized virtual models inside a
collaboration session with field workers. Field workers can
align these models to their surrounding environment and share
them back with the experts. By using augmented reality to
overlay the virtual and the physical, new insights can quickly
be obtained, including unintended deviations from plan, and
potential compliance issues linked to building regulations. The
experience can be further enhanced through a shared virtual
user interface that includes video collaboration support. Going
further, if IIoT services are in place, virtual models can also be
used to visualize the current condition of given physical assets,
and even provide remote control access for field workers.
By adapting virtual models to the physical infrastructure, field
workers and remote experts can update digital information
while they discuss and document next steps. In addition, the

video stream of the collaborative session can be re-used for
photogrammetry based processes such as creating photorealistic models of existing infrastructure assets — further
improving team understanding and insight into development
projects.

Defense and homeland security
The efficiency and effectiveness of missions in defense or
homeland security domains rely strongly on applied command
and control (C2) capabilities. Today these capabilities are
most often provided in an analog way —using tactical radio
communication and paper-based mission maps. With rising
levels of digitalization in the defense and homeland security
domains, mobile devices are increasingly being use in the
field and have started replacing analog media. These devices
significantly improve the C2 capabilities in the field by
extending them with IP-based team communications, digital
maps, and shared services for situational awareness (like the
positions of friendly forces) in one small handheld device.

However, its value drastically decreases once forces enter
a contested environment and are expecting engagement
with opposing forces. While VoIP-based communication
remains powerful throughout headset usage, digital maps and
georeferenced information support on mobile device displays
lose their values. The entire attention of troopers is focused
on their surroundings in readiness to react immediately
to engagements. Situational changes shared by battle
management systems through the display of a mobile device
might not be perceived and the advantage of information
superiority is lost.
Digitized battlefield operation
SharedXR can enable geo-referenced digital information to be
perceived through head-mounted visors, digitally enhancing
the soldier’s field of view without unduly distracting them from
the task at hand. This is very different from services that require
eyes to be directed at a 2D mobile device: Spatially aligned AR
icons are overlaid onto the physical environment, so soldiers
can maintain a watchful stance towards the enemy while
obtaining additional digital information. Several new, high-value
battlefield services can be enabled within the soldiers’ digitally
augmented field of view.
In the case of a military unit in a small arms firefight in an
urban battlefield, one soldier might recognize an opposing
forces’ firing position inside a building: with his electronically
enhanced rife scope, visor or binoculars, the soldier can set a
spatial aligned virtual marker around the fire position, which is
immediately shared with all members of the unit by applying
SharedXR enhanced tactical teaming. Virtual markers that mark
friendly and enemy force positions will be shared, and head
mounted or weapon integrated visors of each of the troops will
give a warning automatically when approaching a fire position
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or even entering the line of sight. This marker will be visualized
by a spatially aligned AR overlay inside the electronic visor
of the soldier and provide the fire position from any viewing
angle. This helps troops to immediately and intuitively
recognize fire positions without prior briefing. This overlay
might be enriched by further digital information (time stamps,
target classifications, etc.) and will facilitate highly precise fire
coordination inside the tactical unit. Once this information is
shared with higher command levels, joint fire support units
are enabled by SharedXR teaming to utilize spatially mapped
fire positions for precise fire support. Accordingly, a tank
commander or pilot in a closed air-support mission will see
the shared virtual markers of assigned targets through headmounted displays.

All this is enabled by digital terrain models which provide the
foundation for marker placement and visualization through a
visor. Precise geo-positioning systems coupled with helmetmounted electronic compasses and GNSS receivers will
precisely measure a soldier’s geolocation and line of gaze,
compute their intersection points with the digital terrain model
and derive spotted geo-locations for marker placements. Latter
ones are applied to place spatially aligned virtual marker inside
the spatial mission map and to projected markers into the
digitalized field of view of the soldier’s visor.
Once the SharedXR collaboration and teaming is extended
to commanders scattered over rear command posts or
deployable headquarters, they can use these spatial mission
maps in a shared VR environment from a third person view to
gain situational awareness. By placing tactical markers inside
the spatial mission maps, they can (re-)organize the order of
battle and communicate new mission commands to the troops
by SharedXR enhanced tactical teaming. Once placed and
augmented with new commands, markers are fed back into the
electronic visors of the troops on the ground through SharedXR
enhanced tactical teaming.
SharedXR collaboration across virtual and augmented realities
may unlock the potential to disruptively change todays’ military
battle management systems. With the third dimension entering
into tactical teaming, it will bring future digital command
and control capabilities of armed forces or law enforcement
agencies to the next level.

Technology insights
The business applications for SharedXR described above might sound a bit like science
fiction. You could be forgiven for thinking that these use cases cannot be realized in
practice for many years. In the final section, we hope to bridge this gap by describing the
technologies currently available, and how we apply them in our R&D efforts to demonstrate
the feasibility of their application.
interactions with the model are immediately synchronized with
all other participants of the SharedXR session by exchanging
small gRPC datagrams.

Visualization inside SharedXR

Our mission and objectives
Atos has created a technology demonstrator called
Holo-Presence to showcase the core capabilities previously
described. This demonstrator has provided the opportunity
for our research team to gain experience, prove the practical
feasibility of our ideas and collect early client feedback. We
used this technology demo to prove the ability to share and
jointly interact with virtual 3D content in a unified collaboration
session with local and remote participants. During a
collaboration session, any participant can select and highlight
single parts of a virtual engine block, disassemble parts of it, or
even place virtual markers to call attention to a specific area.
Inside the SharedXR team session, all user interactions and
derived results are shared and synchronized with low latency
among all participants. Any highlighted or disassembled parts
as well as placed markers are made visible to all participants.
Extending this using audio conferencing, session participants
can collaborate freely on the shared interactive engine model.

Collaboration inside SharedXR
To allow model interaction, markers, and manipulation inside
a SharedXR session, we re-used the Atos Synergy technology.
Synergy is a software-defined, lightweight communication
server supporting WebRTC based audio and video
conferencing on the edge. With its ability to federate across
network perimeters, Synergy is able to establish a distributed
communication platform on the edge consisting of locally
deployed Synergy hubs. This makes it well suitable for the low
latency requirements of SharedXR collaboration.
To support Holo-Presence, we extended Synergy’s WebRTCbased communication channels by gRPC-based SharedXR
channels. Google’s open standard protocol gRPC was chosen
for two reasons. Its low latency and bandwidth footprint
qualifies it for SharedXR applications and its broad support for
different technologies make it a first choice for cross platform
development. During collaboration sessions, media handling (e.
g. video, audio streams) is still established by WebRTC protocol
while the gRPC protocol is applied for the synchronization
of user interactions with shared virtual models. Any user
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To overcome the challenges of limited resources and tight
development schedules, Holo-Presence focuses on a pure
augmented reality demonstration of SharedXR provided by
Microsoft HoloLens glasses. The visualization of virtual 3D
models is facilitated by the local rendering and mapping
capabilities of Microsoft’s HoloLens 1 and/or 2. However, it is
worth mentioning that applied open standards and chosen
design and architecture approaches have already paved the
way for cross-reality collaboration including standard digital
workplaces as well as virtual reality glasses. To facilitate
the SharedXR concept and demonstrate its cross-platform
application readiness on the client side, the Unity crossplatform visualization framework was chosen to implement a
mixed reality client application for Microsoft’s HoloLens 1 and
2. Unity’s support for a wide range of platforms and devices
tipped the balance in favor of its selection.
The Unity app was built on top of the technology stack of
the Unity framework and Microsoft’s Mixed Reality Toolkit
supporting a spatial user control menu and a shareable virtual
3D engine model. The 30+ interactive parts of the engine model
are visualized by the open and royalty-free standard Graphics
Language Transmission Format (glTF) and organized inside
a hierarchical object component tree. Unity can interpret the
open standard format and convert it into Unity object(s) ready
to be visualized inside a Unity app. The business logic was
integrated by using Unity’s MonoBehaviour. This scripting API
facilitates the implementation of event listeners, connecting
user interactions with dedicated model parts or controls with
further business logic. In addition, custom MonoBehaviours
have been implemented to integrate the collaboration
capabilities of Synergy into the Unity app. Microsoft’s
MixedReality-WebRTC library was applied to support the
media streaming and control capabilities inside the Unity apps.

Proof of feasibility
Holo-Presence enables local and remote participants to share
virtual models upfront through a SharedXR based collaboration
session. Once the model is available on the local devices
and a session is established, any user interaction with and
manipulation of the model and its parts are shared immediately
among all participants.

Holo-Presence has proven the feasibility of SharedXR by
applying and combining existing technologies. It might
take some time to realize full-fledged SharedXR business
applications, but it is within reach and no longer just
science fiction.

Conclusion
The impressive advances in mixed reality technologies, the availability of powerful mobile XR devices, as well as innovation in
unified communication solutions, have helped pave the way for SharedXR. In addition, the ongoing cultural transformation into a
digital society has eliminated many of the technical and social barriers for SharedXR adoption.
We expect that it will take more time (three to six years) to achieve full product maturity and commercial availability of the first
SharedXR solutions. However, its tremendous business potential and economic prospects will provide additional motivation for the
required development efforts. SharedXR has the potential to become an accepted technology that serves our daily needs before
the end of this decade. By virtue of its collaborative nature, it will be an essential feature of augmented, mixed and virtual reality
applications, helping them evolve from niche to mass market technologies.
SharedXR might extend or even partially replace today’s well established communication solutions and become a broadly
accepted primary tool for future communication and collaboration.
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